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Subject: Preventive measure against aileron flutter.

Serial number applicability: All ASW 20 variants and serial nos. 20001 thru 20460; 20950 and 20951.

Compliance: Immediately, prior to the next take-off.

Reason: Recently two ASW 20s had aileron flutter in flap position 1 at a speed of about 200 to 210 km/h. The said ASW 20s were improperly equipped with an elastic plastic tape to seal the gap between wing and flaps/aileron on the under sides; they used strips of tape which were insufficiently curved, and above all the teflon strip which has to lie underneath for sealing the gaps was missing. Owing to this, air exchange between wing upper side and under side is possible which causes – depending on the control surfaces' deflection – periodical separation of airflow and this unusual kind of aileron flutter. These latest findings also account for earlier flutter incidents which occurred mainly in countries with warm climate (see T.N. 12). In those cases the gliders used insufficiently stiff plastic tape (partly even without fabric stiffening) which softened under high temperatures and therefore could create periodically inwards and outwards thus causing varying airflow separation on the control surfaces under side and thereby leading to aileron vibrations. But also the factory-standard TESA fabric-tape (which is adequately plastic-treated) gets worn out after some time and then it has no more sufficient stiffness and may lead to the above described flutter incidents.

Action:
1. Prior to the next take-off it must be checked whether the control surface gap on the wing under side is equipped with a sealing, i.e. either
   i.1 with the factory-standard, plastic-treated fabric-tape TESABAND 4651, white, 38 mm wide (see Fig.1); in that case the plastic coat on the fabric must not be damaged, discolored or even weather-worn; the tape must not tighten with full control surfaces deflections, or
   i.2 with the pre-curved steel strip (0.07 mm thick) or the pre-curved plastic tape (HYLAK 0.25 mm thick) respectively in that case check that both require absolutely a Teflon sealing tape underneath for the purpose of sealing the gap and reducing the friction (see Fig. 2).
   If i.1 or i.2 are positive, the ASW 20 can be continued in operation without any restrictions.
2. If i.1 or i.2 are negative, the ASW 20 must be operated temporarily no longer in flap position 1 and no longer above 200 km/h. For this purpose, a red radial line must be fixed to the A.S.1. at the 200 km/h mark and in addition a placard showing “Vmax = 200 km/h.” Furthermore, the foremost hole in the flap lever gate (flap position 1) must be covered by a strong adhesive tape and a placard must be fixed in front of the flap lever stating “Flap position 1 suspended.”
This temporary action is permissible only till Oct. 15, 1987, at the very latest. By this date the relevant sealing must be renewed.

2.1 In case of the factory-standard fabric-tape TESA 4651, white, 38 mm wide, you have to regard the following in addition: if your glider is an ASW 20 or ASW 20 L you do not have to try to make a recess into the wing for the application of the TESA: just tape it onto the wing surface; according to the aerodynamics experts the relatively thick and wide fabric tape serves possibly also as a turbulator preventing laminar separation bubbles on the control surface under sides. But if your ASW 20 and ASW 20 L had already the fabric tape recessed into the wing contour, then you should apply a turbulator in addition (zig-zag or nap tape) which you have to fix directly in front of the fabric tape.

With the ASW 20 B, BL, C, CL pneumatic turbulator holes in the wing under side are factory-standard, together with the recess in the wing contour for the application of the fabric tape (or of the optional elastic lip sealing respectively); so when renewing the TESA tape on an ASW 20 B, BL, C, or CL you have to take care that the turbulator holes are not put out of operation. Anyhow, these turbulator holes must be checked for proper operation from time to time and cleaned if necessary.

2.2 In case of the elastic lip sealing: this has to be renewed as shown in Fig.2, following the Maintenance Instruction J, Issue III; alternatively, the elastic lip sealing can be new applied instead of the above TESA tape sealing.

3. The Maintenance Manual has to be amended in order to include notes with respect to the annual glider re-inspection covering the condition of the adhesive tape or the elastic lip sealing, including the blow turbulators. The following Maintenance Manual pages must be exchanged for pages with the entry "TM No.31 June 24. 1987" and the accomplishment of this action must be documented on the page "Amendments to the Manual" or "Index of Corrections" respectively.

ASW 20: Pages 40 & 40 l.
ASW 20 L: Pages 44 & 44 l.
ASW 20 B / BL / C / CL: Pages 60, 70 & Maintenance Instruction J, Issue III.

Material & drawings:

For the sealing as per "Action Point 1.1":
TESABAND 4651, white, 38 mm wide.

For the sealing as per "Action Point 1.2":
Flaps:
- 9 m Teflon tape, self-adhesive, 30 mm wide.
- 2 x 4.5 m metal tape, 33 mm wide, pre-curved by 5 mm (see Fig.3) and Pattex Spezial glue; or
- 2 x 4.5 m NYLAR tape, 17.5 mm wide, pre-curved by min. 6 mm, coated with a glue film of 14 mm width (see Fig.4).
- 2 x 4.5 m Tesafile no.104, 25 mm wide, white (to cover the front edge of the elastic lip).
Ailerons:
5.4 m Teflon tape, self-adhesive, 30 mm wide.
2 x 2.7 m metal tape, 33 mm wide, pre-curved by 8 mm (see Fig.3) and Pattex Spezial glue; or
2 x 2.7 m NYLAR tape, 37.5 mm wide, pre-curved by min. 9 mm, coated with a glue film of 14 mm width (see Fig.4).
2 x 2.7 m Tesafilm no.104, 25 mm wide, white (to cover the front edge of the elastic lip).

Mass and C.G.:
A redetermination of the mass and C.G. data is not necessary.

Notes:
1. We recommend the fixing of an elastic lip sealing on the control surfaces gap, as both flight performance and flight characteristics are slightly improved by this.
2. The optional additional elastic lip sealing on the upper control surfaces gap does not require the sealing Teflon tape and so far no problems with this have been reported.
3. All actions under this TN can be accomplished by a competent person. The accomplishment of the "Action Point 3," must be certified by a licensed aviation inspector in the glider's inspection documents and in its logbook at the latest during the next annual re-inspection.
4. Maintenance Instruction J, Issue III, has been new revised for this TN and herewith becomes part of this TN.
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Flügelunterseite WING UNDER SIDE

Schutzklebeband Protective tape (e.g. Isafilm nos. 504)

Klebostofffilm Päntex Spezial glue

Gleit- u. Dichtband (3M Scotch Teflon) sealing & friction reducing tape

Stahl- oder Kunststoffband Steel strip or Plastic strip
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